Journey to 3D-Micromac

3D-Micromac AG
Technologie-Campus 8
09126 Chemnitz
Germany

Map of the area of the 3D-Micromac premises

By car
If the name of the street Technologie-Campus is not available in your navigation system, please choose
Fraunhoferstraße or Rosenbergstraße in 09126 Chemnitz alternatively. If both streets are not
available, we recommend following our directions below. Directions via Google Maps can be found on
our website: http://3d-micromac.com/contact/
Exit A72, Chemnitz-Süd
Leave A72 at the exit Chemnitz-Süd. Follow Neefestrasse and turn right into Südring. Go straight ahead
on Südring in the direction of Annaberg until you reach the exit Saydaer Str./Am Stadion. At the
crossroads turn left into F.-O.-Schimmel-Straße and follow this road until the roundabout. Take the
second exit of the roundabout und follow Fraunhoferstraße until you reach 3D-Micromac on the right
hand side.

Exit A4, Chemnitz-Mitte
Leave A4 at the exit Chemnitz-Mitte. Follow B95/Leipziger Str., which leads you directly into the city
center (direction sign: TUC, Campus Reichenhainer Straße). Go straight ahead Leipziger Straße, which
becomes Reichsstraße and afterwards Gustav-Freytag-Straße. Turn right into Reichenhainer Straße
(direction: Südbahnhof) and then take the second exit of the roundabout into Fraunhoferstraße. After
750 m on Fraunhoferstraße you will reach 3D-Micromac on your left hand side.

By train
From Chemnitz main train station 3D-Micromac AG can be reached easily by taxi or city tram. The city
tram stops of lines C13/C14/C15 and Tram 3 are located directly in the main train station. Take the city
tram in the direction of Technopark and get off at the stop “Rosenbergstr.“. Turn into Rosenbergstraße
and follow it for approximately 280 m. Then turn right into Technologie Campus. After 130 m you will
reach our main building on the right side with entrance to Fraunhoferstraße.

By plane
You can reach Chemnitz via the airports Dresden (DRS) and Leipzig (LEJ).

Accommodation
We recommend you a stay in one of the following hotels:
Hotel Chemnitzer Hof
Theaterplatz 4
09111 Chemnitz
Tel. +49 (0)371 6840
Web: https://www.chemnitzer-hof.de/en/
Hotel an der Oper
Straße der Nationen 56
09111 Chemnitz
Tel. +49 (0)371 6810
Web: https://www.hoteloper-chemnitz.de/en/
Please use our reasonable company conditions for this hotel with the keyword „3D-Micromac“, subject
to availability.
Residenz Hotel Chemnitz
Bernsdorfer Straße 2
09126 Chemnitz
Tel. +49 (0)371 35510
Web: https://www.residenzhotelchemnitz.de/en/
3D-Micromac is located in walking distance to the Residenzhotel but unfortunately this hotel does not
offer any company discount.

